
Introduction to Storage Unit Management

Storage unit (SU) management in the Warehouse Management (WM) system provides the
capability to manage and control material flow utilizing storage units within the warehouse.

This section contains the following topics:

Click on a topic for more information
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Terminology used for SU Management

New terminology used in this manual associated with storage unit management includes the
following:

Storage Unit

In the WM system, a storage unit is defined as a logical grouping of one or several amounts of
material which can be managed within a warehouse as a unit that belongs together. Each storage
unit has a number which identifies it, the storage unit (SU) number.

Storage Unit Type

Several different types of storage units can be defined within the system (for example, industrial
pallets, baskets, tanks and containers). Each storage unit is assigned to a storage unit type.

Storage unit types are classified according to their physical characteristics.

Storage Unit Number

The storage unit number is a number which clearly defines a storage unit within a client.

Functions

In addition to the capabilities already available using the SAP Warehouse Management system, the
activation of SU management in your system enables you to access several new functions which
are specifically designed for working with storage units.

Some of these functions are already available in the existing WM system. The difference is that,
with SU management, the primary input parameter is the SU number. Since much of the physical
activity within your warehouse consists of moving storage units, now you can manage this activity
in the WM system using storage unit numbers.

With SU management, it is possible at any given time to know where (in which storage bin) each
storage unit is located, the amount of material contained in it and which operations have been
processed (or planned) for it.

Using SU management, you can:

¯ create homogeneous storage units (storage units that contain only one material item)

¯ create heterogeneous (mixed) storage units (storage units that contain two or more material
items)

¯ place materials into storage via an identification (ID) point

¯ confirm storage unit movements

You can enter a separate storage unit number for each transfer order item.

¯ transfer storage units internally

You can create internal transfer orders based on the storage unit number to move individual
storage units to another location within the warehouse.

¯ add stock to existing storage units

¯ display storage units (that is, the actual contents of a storage unit)

¯ print documents to accompany the storage unit
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All of these functions are fully integrated for SU management within the existing WM system.
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Warehouse Management at the Storage Unit Level

In the existing WM system, when SU management is not active, all stock (identified as separate
quants) is managed at the storage bin level as illustrated below.

Storage bin

Quant ~)

With SU management, stock is managed at the pallet or storage unit level. One or several storage
units can be located within a single storage bin and each storage unit can consist of one or more
quants as illustrated below.

I Storage bin
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Storage unit I i                i ,
( Quant ) ( Quant ) ( Quant )
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Example

In the example below, a storage bin is displayed in which 200 boxes of red pencils and 50 boxes of
blue pencils are stored. The stock is distributed on two pallets.

The illustrations above show how this stock is managed based on whether the storage bin is
SU-managed or not.

Without SU management, there are a total of 2 quants (a specific quantity of red pencils and a
specific quantity of blue pencils) in the storage bin (see the figure below). The system has no
information about the pallets themselves.
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With SU management, there are three quants in the storage bin - one quant on the first pallet and
two quants on the second pallet as illustrated in the figure below. Information about each pallet is
stored in the system and is linked to the storage unit number.
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Description of a Storage Unit in the System

In the system, a storage unit record consists of a header and at least one material data record
(quant data record).

The header contains information which is relevant for the entire storage unit and includes:

¯ the SU number of the storage unit

¯ the storage unit type (SUT) of the storage unit

¯ the storage bin in which the storage unit is currently located

¯ a status, which gives information about what is currently happening with the storage unit
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